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Expected 2
nd

 Grade Learning Results 

 

Language Arts 

-Review manuscript and begin cursive letting writing          

-Knows the eight parts of speech 

-Knows 2
nd

 grade level contractions                 

-Recognize & distinguish short and long vowels 

-Answer basic comprehension questions                   

-Recognition of 125 basic sight words                

-Identify 20 spelling words, 2 vocabulary words, and write 2 sentences weekly                

-Able to use antonyms, synonyms, and homonyms with basic 2
nd

 grade words 

-Improve in reading fluency, accuracy and comprehension, phonemic awareness, and  

 decoding 

-Learn sentence structures including capitalization, punctuation, and forming paragraphs 

-Recognize and distinguish all digraphs, diphthongs, ghost letters, blends, combinations,  

 trigraphs, final stable syllables, suffixes, and prefixes    
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Mathematics 

-Master (95%) basic addition and subtraction facts (1-12s) 

- Measure to nearest inch and centimeter  

-Proficient (100%) in counting by 2s, 3s, 4s, 5s, 10s, even, and odd numbers (1-100) 

-Can identify, know value of, and count in groups the coins penny, nickel, dime, quarter  

 and dollar 

-Able to solve addition and subtraction story problems               

-Able to tell time to the hour, half-hour, quarter after, and quarter till 

-Recognize and use the liquid measurements of cup, pint, half-gallon, liter, and gallon 

-Add and subtract numbers up to the thousands place with regrouping      

-Begin basic multiplication from 0-5 and 10 

-Master weekly mathematics assessments (80%)   
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Bible 

-Learn chronology of Biblical history, events, themes, and people in Genesis-Joshua 

-Gain deeper appreciation of Old Testament scripture from Genesis-Joshua 

-Identify the basic geographical locations relevant to Old Testament history  

-Read and understand narrative passages in books Genesis-Judges                                  

-Recall major people and events from the time of Creation through Joshua’s last words                

-Make progress in the understanding of his/her relationship with Christ                                   

-Memorize scripture weekly 

-Memorize and recite the 66 books of the Bible in chronological order  

Literature/Poetry 

-Expand vocabulary and develop listening skills 

-Distinguish between fact and opinion 

-Demonstrate an increase desire for reading 

-Distinguish different genres of literature 

-Fluently read a passage and understand what is being presented 

-Identify setting, character, basic plot, and major themes 

-Develop the ability to identify authors and their titles 

-Demonstration comprehension of a book 

-Evaluate, compare, and contrast characters in each story 
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History 

-Identify significant historical characters in ancient Biblical times and their importance 

-Explain the importance of a significant historical date from the near East beginning in  

 3100 BC through 31 BC 

-Locate key historical places on a map as well as review continents and oceans  

-Describe basic lifestyles of people in Ancient Egypt including dress, vocations, etc.               

-Sequence timeline cards in chronological order and describe the events represented 

-Review/learn basic geography terms, map reading skills, and locations in ancient Egypt 

-Sing the Egypt history song in chronological order of events that occurred 

-Recall key facts about Kansas including state symbols, past citizens and historical information 

   Science 

-Increase interest and awareness of science through a study of the wonders and systems of  

 creation 

-Become familiar with his/her body systems, plant and animals, environmental systems  

 and ecology, things that move, the Earth’s atmosphere, the Solar System, and the planet  

 Earth 

   


